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General Editor’s note: what gets measured gets
managed
Robbie Sinclair TELSTRA HEALTH

Measuring things and then ranking them effectively

enables us to make better choices and to scale up our

operations. Distance is a recognised and understood, and

thus useful, measure (eg, 50 m, half as much is 25 m).

Same with weight, sound, barometric pressure and so

on. These agreed metrics help risk managers standardise

actions and results.

In our rush to standardise and process a VUCA

(Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous) world,

we begin to measure things that can’t be easily mea-

sured, and then, since we’ve measured them, to aggres-

sively rank them.

There are several things that cross the risk managers’

desk that aren’t easily measurable yet find their way into

a risk assessment or some other type of risk articulation.

These can include items like:

• luck

• beautiful/ugly

• happy/sad

• good/bad

• risky/secure

• smart/dumb

A high exam score is a measure of your score on an

exam. A bank balance is a measure of how much money

you have in the bank. In the face of the difficulty a

system has in measuring things that don’t measure, we

create proxies. Things like popularity as a proxy for

whether a work of human creativity has worth or not. A

precision ranking is nothing but a number, an inaccurate

and ultimately useless stand-in. These proxies are cre-

ated and spread and relied upon by a system that craves

certainty and order. Realising the fraud of the proxies

might help us get back to what matters instead. It’s a

method built to process commodities instead of people,

and it’s running amok.

But risks are everywhere! How do we decide which

ones are worthy of our attention — and how to measure

them? Ideally, we would review our priorities system-

atically and on a regular basis. This might involve listing

all risks we face, ordered according to some measure

such as the threat posed by each, some assessment of

how fast the risk might be realised (velocity) or what

might happen should the threat be realised (conse-

quences). The Risk Manager might then continue by

listing each option for controlling each risk, characterised

by some estimate of its effectiveness and cost. It might

conclude by identifying a range of options in risk

reduction, the strategies which achieve the most effec-

tive or valuable reductions at the least cost. Those costs

might be measured in dollars, time, effort, perceptions,

or other resources the business will have to invest in risk

management. This analytical process would likely leave

a list of residual risks, which we cannot reduce at any

reasonable price, but which likely continue to be matters

of concern.

Such systematic reviews of risk are often as rare as

systematic reviews of how we spend our time, money, or

emotions. One obvious constraint on any of these

activities is lack of time to perform them. However, even

with all the time in the world, there would still be

daunting obstacles. Risks are so diverse that it is hard to

compile either the list of threats or the set of possible

control strategies. We seldom have ready access to

credible estimates of the sizes of the risks, the chances

for control or the costs of mitigation or management. If

we had those figures, we would then have to face

difficult trade-offs. Dr Baruch Fischhoff in his 1995

paper “Ranking Risks”,1 observed that many of these

involve wrenching choices like between “your money or

your life.” More precisely, they ask about our willing-

ness to sacrifice concrete dollars in return for changes in

the probability of injury or death.

In a sense, risk ranking can do no more than satisfy

curiosity. A list of risks carries no necessary implications

for action. Big risks might be neglected if nothing could

be done; small risks might be reduced if that could be

done cheaply. Ultimately, business leaders don’t want to

rank risks so much — they are more interested in the

“best buys/bang for the buck” in risk reduction.

This edition of Risk Management Today features

three diverse papers from risk practitioners in three

different areas of practice.
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Simon Louie touches on his views on how and why

the Australian economy needs to diversify and move up

the value chain. His academic background has given him

a unique insight into the forces at play in South East Asia

and the broader Asian context.

Adam Boyd is an IT risk practitioner who discusses

how social platforms like LinkedIn can use artificial

intelligence to its advantage and pulls apart some

articulated risks and issues to consider.

Mike Ouwerkerk is a cybersecurity consultant and

founder of cybersecurity awareness company Web Safe

Staff. His paper looks at the nagging issue of cybersecurity

awareness. Every risk practitioner will have cybersecurity

as a risk threat vector and Mike helps unpack some of

the issues and challenges around managing this impor-

tant threat.

Thanks for access to your desktop — and remember
to wash your hands!

Robbie Sinclair

Chief Information Security Offıcer

Telstra Health

Note

Check out the LexisNexis COVID-19 dedicated informa-

tion hub: www.lexisnexis.com.au/en/COVID19.

Footnotes
1. B Fischhoff “Ranking Risks” (1995) 6(3) Risk 191.
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The Australian economy needs to diversify and
move up the value chain
Simon Louie AUSTRALIAN RISK POLICY INSTITUTE

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Austra-

lian economy experienced a recession in 2020, its first in

30 years.1 Australia had been able to weather the global

financial crisis (GFC) of 2007–8 relatively unscathed in

part due to government stimulus spending and China’s

huge demand for our goods. In 2008, the value of

Australian exports to China was valued at $27.225 bil-

lion,2 and this had grown to $103 billion by 2019.3 As of

2020, China now buys 39% of Australian exports.4 For

the first time in Australia’s history, our largest trading

partner is a country that is not part of the US security

alliance, and this has serious consequences for Austra-

lia.

At the time of the GFC, a foresighted Australian

Government should have realised that the Chinese

economy would not grow forever, and also realised that

the political winds in a country like China can change

rapidly under a new leader. Prudent government policy

would have viewed the GFC as an opportunity to reform

the Australian economy, however various govern-

ments — both Labor and Liberal — have been content

with the Australian economy being pulled along by the

Chinese juggernaut.

This time around though, things have been markedly

different, as China is targeting Australian exports in a

bid to cripple our economy. This is due to a number of

reasons. For one thing Chinese leader Xi Jinping is far

more nationalistic and assertive than his predecessor

Hu Jintao. Whereas Hu Jintao was much more of a bland

party apparatchik who largely followed Deng Xiaoping’s

dictum of “hide brightness and nourish obscurity”,

Xi Jinping believes that now is the time for “Chinese

rejuvenation”.5

The Chinese leadership believes that its time has

come — the Chinese economy is now much larger than

it was in 2008 with a GDP of $14.34 trillion,6 and looks

set to overtake the US economy by 20287 — though it

must be said that the Chinese economy is facing a lot of

internal challenges. This combination of economic power

and nationalism has meant that China no longer feels

that it needs to play by established global rules and

hence has decided to make an example of Australia by

targeting Australian exports — wheat, lobster, wine and

timber are just some of the industries that have been

targeted.8 There were a number of factors that have led

to this decision.

For one thing, China was displeased with Australia

calling for an enquiry into the origins of the COVID-19

with Chinese deputy ambassador Wang Xining to Aus-

tralia likening it to “Brutus knifing Caesar”, in a speech

to the National Press Club in August 2020.9 China is

also displeased with the banning of Huawei from the

5G network, Australia’s speaking out over the South

China Sea, and Australia’s foreign interference laws,

which it feels are unfairly targeting China. The aim of

the Chinese Communist Party is to force Australia to its

knees and recalibrate our strategic outlook to one that

suits China’s aims.

How should Australia respond to this? Australia

should certainly not kowtow to China, and the recent

meeting of the Quad has only reaffirmed Australia’s

commitment to the current global order.10 From an

economic perspective, a two-pronged strategy should be

implemented. Firstly, Australia should seek to trade

more with like-minded countries in our region. Take

India for example — the value of Australian exports to

India in 2019 was $9.7 billion11 — less than 10% of that

with China. India’s population is set to grow by 273 mil-

lion between 2019 to 2050,12 and this will require

resources as much of the population is set to make the

transition into the middle class. India is not the only

example — much of Southeast Asia is developing and

will require resources and materials to build the neces-

sary infrastructure to support a burgeoning middle-class

lifestyle.

However, recalibrating Australia’s export machine is

only part of the solution. Just as importantly, Australia

needs to refocus its economy on services that cannot be

targeted by external parties. This can be achieved by

upskilling and retraining parts of the workforce to focus

on high-end value services. Indeed according to research

from Amazon,13 there is going to be a need for an

additional 6.5 million digital workers over the next

4 years in Australia. Already we can see the huge

demand for those with computer programming skills as
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our economy is spending more on IT than ever before. A

highly skilled, tech-savvy population need never be

worried about a belligerent trading partner threatening

not to buy Australia’s exports.

Historically, both major parties have not instituted

major policy reforms unless there has been a crisis. Now,

more than ever, is the time to recalibrate our existing

export machine to trade with like-minded democracies

and invest in the upskilling of our population so that we

can continue to prosper.

Simon Louie

Executive Offıcer and Director

Australian Risk Policy Institute

simon.louie@uqconnect.edu.au

www.arpi.org.au

About the author

Simon Louie completed a combined arts/commerce degree

at the University of Sydney in 2005 majoring in finance,

art history and philosophy and worked in the banking

industry before completing his Advanced Master of

International Studies in 2011, majoring in International

Relations at the University of Queensland.

He has since worked as an intern with the Centre for

Independent Studies based in Sydney and as a research

intern with Risk Intelligence Solutions based in Western

Australia. He has since started a career within the

Australian Public Service.

Mr Louie has published several articles with Risk

Management Today, On Line Opinion and Defence

Technology Review.
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How LinkedIn can use artificial intelligence for
exponential user and revenue growth

Adam Boyd XPERT DECISION SYSTEMS PTY LTD

Introduction
LinkedIn is a social network owned by Microsoft

specifically designed to help career and business profes-

sionals connect, share experiences, find partnerships and

look for new job opportunities.

LinkedIn has grown in revenue and popularity over

the years and is currently valued at 8 billion dollars with

660 million users in 200 countries across the globe.

How do LinkedIn make money currently?
LinkedIn make money in one of three ways, through

their Talent Solutions, Marketing Solutions and through

their Premium subscribers.

Half of LinkedIn’s total income is generated through

their talent solutions which assists recruiters in search-

ing for potential candidates to fill job openings, LinkedIn’s

biggest competition in this space is recruiter giant,

Indeed. Who was valued at 3 billion Dollars in 2020.

What are the current issues with LinkedIn
in the recruiter space?

Sheer number of applications
There are on average 3 million job listings and

100 million job applications passing through LinkedIn

on a monthly basis. The issues for recruiters at the

moment are the sheer number of applications that come

through for any job listing, recruiters have to go through

tons of CV’s on a daily basis in order to find the correct

candidate. On average, a recruiter takes 7 seconds to

review a candidates CV. This can pose an issue of

missing appropriate candidates.

Not enough feedback on unsuccessful
job applications

Candidates applying for jobs struggle to land inter-

views and find automated responses and rejections to be

not personal. The feedback is not specific enough for

candidates to reshape their CV or build their skills to fit

a job description.

How can LinkedIn leverage technology to
enhance existing processes?

Many recruiters utilise a video introduction to get to

know candidates on a soft skill level and cross reference

the candidates’ CV to understand the hard skills for a

role. Various touch points can be leveraged using artifi-

cial intelligence (AI) in order to determine the follow-

ing:
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By introducing AI analytics on video introductions,

we can systematically analyse various soft skills of any

candidate. By correctly extracting and storing this infor-

mation, we can generate an overview report of a pool of

candidates and sort the top 10 candidates based on soft

skills

We can take this report further by pulling experience

and skills from the candidate’s CV and LinkedIn profile

in order to determine the candidate’s ability to do the

job.

Amalgamating soft and hard skill information will

assist in providing a concise over report which can give

you the top 10 candidates for any position before a

recruiter even has to look at one CV.

An important feature of this report must be the ability

to drill down into each of the top 10 candidates to drill

into the detail of each.
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What are the benefits of using AI in
candidate vetting?

Remove biases on appearance, culture and race

A recent study found that African American candi-

dates had a 160% success rate if they had a white

sounding name as opposed to African American candi-

dates with an African American sounding name. Asian

candidates were 60% more likely to receive an interview

when the candidate had a white sounding name as

opposed to Asian candidates with an Asian sounding

name. By introducing AI as a vetting tool, we remove

any biases and get the best candidate.

Improve candidate matches and feedback

Feeding recruiters a list of soft skill and hard skill

matches allows recruiters to cut down on CV vetting and

take more time to review candidates to fit the right role

for a company. In the same breath candidates that pay

for Career Premium services can receive feedback to

what the AI said about them. This will allow candidates

that use Career Premium services to get concise feed-

back that allows them the ability to adjust, learn, grow

and upskill in order to land their next job.

Save Recruitment agencies time and money
With a concise list of ranked candidates per role, the

recruiters will spend less time vetting CVs, calling

candidates and setting up interviews with candidates that

are not correct for the position and in turn save money

on the recruitment process.

Improve placement rate
More time spent on vetting only the top candidates

determined by an AI onboarding system will focus

efforts on finding the “right candidate”

The new normal
COVID-19 has taught us that we need to move away

from the norm with video interactions becoming more

relevant in our day to day activities. Video introductions

and AI will cut through the noise and fit perfectly within

the new normal.

Drill down on “The right things”
Once the AI has correctly vetted all applicants,

recruiters can drill down into the top 10 candidates in

order to see a candidate’s strengths, weaknesses and

ability to do the job.
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What challenges does AI present in
candidate vetting?

Accents and languages
With LinkedIn being used in 200 countries world-

wide, pulling voice data accurately will prove to be

difficult across various accents and languages. A way to

correctly test the AI is working is to role this out in USA,

the largest user of LinkedIn.

Video and voice quality
Pulling analytics from voice and video can be chal-

lenging when presenting candidates who record their

video introductions via their phone or computer. A way

to mitigate this before this gets to the analytics portion is

to have a pre-validation on the video recorded to give

candidate feedback on their uploaded video.

Privacy regulations
Using candidate data in an artificial intelligence way

can bring up many legal implications. A way to mitigate

this is to have candidates agree to Terms and conditions

upon video introduction uploads.

Storage and processing capacity
Having 100 million videos getting uploaded to LinkedIn

job posts will require a massive amount of storage and

processing power. Luckily the social media giant is built

on a cloud platform meaning that processing and storage

can be increased on demand.

Ensuring anonymity of race and appearance
Google came under fire in the past due to their AI

producing racially biased results. The most important

key in developing this product is to keep some form of

anonymity by storing skills separately to race is to

ensure that scoring of candidates is specific to a candi-

date’s skills and not their race or appearance.

Conclusion
The focus area for LinkedIn is to grow their user base 

from 660 million users to 3 billion users. With this goal 
as a product driver, AI on video introductions will drive 
more recruiters to LinkedIn to post new job listings and 
drive more job applicants to LinkedIn to apply for jobs.

These two core drivers will fall as part of the current 
packages which include LinkedIn Recruiter for recruit-

ers looking/sorting of candidates and LinkedIn Career to 
receive concise feedback on why their application was 
unsuccessful. By giving candidates this feedback, they 
will understand what it is recruiters are looking for in 
order to change their approach for future job applica-
tions.

Adam Boyd

Product Owner

Xpert Decision Systems Pty Ltd

wakeupadamboyd@gmail.com

http://www.xds.co.za

About the author

Adam has over 14 years’ experience in IT working on

solutions in Telecommunications, Originations, Collec-

tions, Fraud, Property and Banking. Providing various

solutions directly for the credit industry, consumers and

businesses.

Adam is a focused, organised and experienced technol-

ogy enthusiast, business analyst, product owner and

researcher, determined to find and best utilise data to

assist consumers in taking control of their financial

credit status.

Adam specialises in product development, business analy-

sis, project management, product design, product deliv-

ery management, full end to end product vision and

conceptualisation to packaging this for market consump-

tion in an ever evolving digital world.
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Cybersecurity awareness: the maturity journey
Mike Ouwerkerk WEB SAFE STAFF

It’s no secret that most cybersecurity breaches are via

staff — over 90% at current estimates, and that means

there are significant vulnerabilities for businesses, with

clear threats preying on those vulnerabilities. A robust

risk framework will assess those risks, decide on miti-

gating strategies, and put them into practice.

What actions we take here will be directly related to

the probability of a breach occurring via staff, and our

approach now dictates where we sit on the cybersecurity

awareness maturity model. Ultimately with the people

side of cybersecurity, we are interested in how we can

influence the ABCs — awareness; behaviour; culture.

That is, we want:

• people to become aware of the threats they face

• people to change their behaviour to mitigate those

threats

• a culture of awareness so people are always

knowledgeable, constantly suspicious, will stop

and think before they act, and will act appropriately

Broadly speaking there are three stages to the security

awareness maturity model once you’re underway as

follows:

1. Compliance
Tick a box. We stuck our people in front of some

cybersecurity awareness training, they did it, we don’t

know if they really learnt anything, their care factor is

still pretty low, they’ll do it all again in a year or so, and

now we bury our head in the sand and hope everything

runs along just fine. Frankly it’s better than nothing, but

how much better than nothing? We might get some basic

metrics such as completion of training and correct

questions answered.

2. Awareness and behaviour
Let’s start to have a proper thinking about this! Who

needs training, and in what areas? How will we likely be

targeted, and what can we do about it? Let’s communi-

cate information and initiatives in a positive and engag-

ing manner, and make sure people are along for the ride.

We can establish some formal roles, ensure management

champions the program, and keep pushing out timely

and contextual content, not just once a year training.

3. Culture change
We’ve gone beyond changing behaviour and now

we’re changing people’s perception of security, and they

get it. They know they are integral to fighting cyber-

crime at work and at home, and they want to do their

best. Our program is fully supported and resourced, we

review it annually, we know who needs what training,

we have internal staff assisting with queries, reporting,

and initiatives which are engaging and well-focused. We

have a security first mindset that is producing measur-

able and cost-saving results.

Generally, a company will improve their maturity

over time, and structure will develop from efforts and

learnings, and as with any change there is the opportu-

nity to be continuously learning, adapting, and improv-

ing.

Key considerations before starting
No matter where you choose to be on the maturity

model, there are some key considerations before you

start addressing the risks your staff and company faces:

• Realise: Staff are the biggest target in your organisa-

tion for IT criminals, and therefore your biggest

potential asset in the fight against cybercrime. Use

them effectively, and you will massively reduce

your cyber risk.

• Human error: For so long we’ve been told that

staff being tricked by cyber criminals is human

error. It’s not. If your staff have not been educated

in cyber scams, how can they avoid being tricked?

Human error in cybersecurity is when you expect

the best out of your staff, but you haven’t helped

them to be at their best. Yes, the responsibility lies

at the top, and getting started with the maturity

model means you recognise this simple fact. Well

done!

• Change management: You want people to be

engaged and learn, so keep it simple and keep it

fun. Consider that people often won’t want to

change until they are dissatisfied, so relate learn-

ings to home use, their bank accounts, their

information and identity. What knowledge they

apply at home, they will apply at work.
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• Perceptions: People think that IT criminals are

hooded characters sitting in dark rooms frantically

typing complex code to break into IT systems. The

reality is that they are normal looking people who

largely try and trick staff because it’s easy. This is

their job, they’re good at it, and they don’t care

about anything that happens to us.

• Management mindset: People will make mistakes

throughout this learning process. You primarily

want them to do two things as they progress:

— ask for help when they need it

— report when they have been tricked

So, if someone asks for help, praise them —

they’ve done a great thing. If someone gets tricked

and they report it, praise them because it’s better to

know right now than in 6 months’ time. Support

people with their missing knowledge and help

them become better. If you reprimand people for

making a mistake, they are far more likely to hide

issues, and that typically translates into significant

cost, and even a lost business. Build a supportive

and nurturing culture.

• Champions: This change will come top down and
must be shown to be supported by all leaders. Turn
up to training to help build your team spirit,
participate in initiatives, spread the message, reward
staff for their efforts, and show you care.

If you’re not assessing the risk of a cyber breach via

your staff, perhaps now is the time to start with the

cybersecurity awareness maturity model. Remember

that doing anything is better than doing nothing!

Mike Ouwerkerk

Cybersecurity Consultant and Founder

Web Safe Staff

contact@websafestaff.com.au

www.websafestaff.com.au/

www.linkedin.com/in/mikeouwerkerk/

About the author

Mike Ouwerkerk is a cybersecurity consultant and

founder of cyber security awareness company Web Safe

Staff. He focuses on fun and engaging programs of

change for companies that care about using their staff to

fight back against cyber-crime.
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